FOR

EXERCISES & TRAINING EMERGENCYRESPONSE
Because in an emergency, people make the difference

TRAINING
EXERCISES
An exercise provides the opportunity for contingency
arrangements and plans to be validated to ensure
that they are reliable and workable, and highlight
any areas for improvement. We offer a complete
exercise design and delivery solution that includes:

Developing the scenario against an agreed Aim
and Objectives (including the JESIP principles)
Provision of all exercise materials including injects, supporting information and
media simulation
Provision of the appropriate IT equipment
and systems to deliver the exercise
An experienced and trained Exercise Delivery
Team - including an Exercise Director/Facilitator
and Exercise Controllers
Post Exercise Reporting
In addition, we can also provide Media simulation a team of journalists to exercise TV, Radio, Print
and Social Media communications.
Each exercise is developed specifically for you to
ensure that it reflects your risks, structures,
geography and resources. They can be designed
for both single and multi-agency groups; and can
be used to validate specific plans such as COMAH
arrangements.

AIDE
MEMOIRS
Based on your plans, we design & print Aide Memoirs
for your key staff to ensure they are confident
in their roles, and the actions they need to take.

Contact details
Beverley Osborne
07789 884984
beverley.osborne@training4resilience.co.uk
Adrian Seward
07792 158472
adrian.seward@training4resilience.co.uk

Preparing you for the Unexpected

www.training4resilience.co.uk

EMERGENCY

CONTROL CENTRES
An emergency control centre (permanent or
temporary) enables information to be shared
appropriately, incidents managed effectively,
and audit trails maintained.
We will support you in the design and layout of
your control centre, including independent advice
regarding the different options for information
management and incident control.
We also provide training courses and Control
Centre Exercises to prepare the team and validate
your arrangements, including reinforcing the
JESIP principles.

TRAINING

COURSES

Training is critical for ensuring that individuals
are able to carry out their roles efficiently and
effectively.
We design and deliver bespoke courses; as well
as delivering existing, client owned training
materials.
Our courses are delivered either on site at your
location, in a nominated training facility,
or online using our Virtual T4R Classroom.
Example courses include:
Log Keeper Training
Managing Emergency Control Centres
Incident Management Master Classes

